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We will direct the congregation through divine gestures 
before offering them their communion. In this incarnation, it 
is our priestesses which will undertake the ceremonies. We do 
not manifest in front of the uninitiated.

How do you entice new converts to THT?
Of course people cannot resist joining our lifestyle once they are 
shown the prismatic rainbow truth of the Multiverse.
We encourage our freshly converted ministry warriors to go out 
and spread the word. There are a finite places upon the spectrum 
bridge which will help transport the earthly souls into the nebulae 
- so we recruit, but we are also selective.

What are the rewards for the faithful?
The prizes are endless in The Holy Trinity Multiverse, though the 
freshly converted are the obvious winners, for they will join our 
ministry on the path to the new bedazzled world.

ps. Should I bring anything to the ceremony?
You can bring a friend, trusted and true. 

The Holy Trinity comprises the fictional egos of Alicia King, Mish 
Meijers and Tricky Walsh, self-proclaimed deities who invite the 
faithful to undertake an induction ritual into their mystical sphere. 
During their recent visit to our physical plane,  Rachael Haynes 
asked some questions about their doctrine and practices, as a 
future THT initiate.

Who are The Holy Trinity?
Our Holy Trinity is the division of our earthly flesh, our ethereal 
spirit and our pre-programmed determinations. We are one but 
also exist in three discrete envelopes where each has its unique 
packaging: skin and muscle, ether and flame, impulses - electrical, 
cerebral. 

Where do you come from?
THT first appeared in the Antipodes in the form of a rambling 
programming god, a fleshy teratoma jesus, and an ejaculating holy 
spirit owl, appearing as epiphanies around the globe. 

What is your purpose here?
We work as one interconnected system, which builds, creates and 
imagines our universe into its mutable existence. Our mission is 
to free humans from the zero zone - and transport them to our 
multiverse of prismatic light and colour. Oh, and cats.

What is your essential doctrine?
We encourage a sense of infinite universal love within our 
ministry. 
The truly individual elements of our beliefs have never before been 
presented by other religions. That is how we know that they are 
the true doctrine.

What mystical inheritances and practices is THT built on?
We touch upon other mystical and eastern belief systems, but it is 
our connection to the scientific studies of space, aerodynamics and 
light, which sets us beyond mere religion. 
We are highly evolved, past the bounds of faith alone, as our beliefs 
are constructed from galactic proofs.

What is the power of three?
The saviours are the three, our gods.  The power of the three is 
in their inherent structural stability and mutability. The trinity 
is eternal marshmallow metamorphosis. They support each other 
in a prismatic form of non-hierarchical teachings. If one ceased to 
exist the entire structure would fall out of balance. 

How will The Holy Trinity manifest in Brisbane?
We are constructing a place of worship. A Holy Trinity conversion 
temple of sorts. There will be altars, and baptisms, and sacred 
rituals where fleshes are consumed. 
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